
2017 UPPER TERRACE PINOT NOIR 

Our cherished, enigmatic 9-acre site continues to inspire and surprise us. Its sweet earth and spice 
aromas always prevail, yet in this vintage we discovered a new bouquet of wildflower blooms — a 
welcome evolution, or perhaps a signature of the vintage. The palate shows hallmark depth and 
balance, with candied berry, granite, and a waft of expertly roasted coffee. Long, lithe tannins carry 
the composition to an electric finish. We noted several moments passed before full expression in the 
glass, promoting our strong suspicion of high cellar aging potential for 7 – 10 years.  

 2017 BEAUX FRÈRES VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 

Fresh and complex, pure and polished with high-note acidity elongating a mouthwatering finish: 
Here in its 27th iteration, The Beaux Frères Vineyard is wearing its heart on its sleeve. Awe-striking 
in its characteristic juicy cane berry and plum preserves, this classic rendition also shows dried 
violets and a crispness hearkening to loamy terrain. The quintessential poise, sophistication, and 
structure of this terroir-driven wine once again show promise for successful cellaring over 10+ 
years.        

 2017 WILLAMETTE VALLEY 

Our annual homage to the region harnesses the collective brilliance of premiere hillsides in all six 
Willamette Valley sub-appellations. With its dark fruit profile, glints of black pepper, and rich, 
creamy texture, this powerful thoroughbred cuvée is from the following sites: Sequitur 20%, Star 
Mooring 19%, Abbott Claim 13%, Hyland 12%, Zena Crown 8%, Dupee Valley 7%, Upper Terrace 
6%, Gran Moraine 6%, Jessie James 5%, Guadalupe 4%.   

 2017 BELLES SŒURS CUVÉE  

After a 12-year pause, this renaissance of our Belles Sœurs label shows the seamless elegance and 
finesse it always showcased, and is now solely compiled from our family’s three vineyards (Beaux 
Frères, Upper Terrace, and Sequitur). A worthy tribute to our little pocket of the Ribbon Ridge 
viticultural area, it is a bright, lively wine balancing red and blue fruits, genteel minerality, and 
beautifully high-spirited character at every turn; an altogether triumphant return for our long lost 
companion cuvée. 

2017 BEAUX FRÈRES, ZENA CROWN PINOT NOIR 

Vibrantly faceted, this wine from a spectacular Eola-Amity Hills site is a rarity in our lineup thanks 
to a volcanic red clay Jory soil foundation. Candied red cherries and whispering floral notes precede 
a palate of blue fruit, finishing with a burst of fresh citrus zest.   

 

 

 



2017 BEAUX FRÈRES, PALISSAGE PINOT NOIR 

Power and poise find equilibrium in a garland of juicy berries, hibiscus tea, allspice and brown 
butter. In an own-rooted Pommard block planted in ‘88, we’ve begun exploring an Old-World 
technique (“Palissage”), where vertical shoots that would otherwise be hedged are instead tucked 
back into the vine canopy. These cooler, north-sloping blocks—where wines of complexity 
emerge—may benefit from accelerated ripening with this method. For gusto, barrels were also 
selected from ‘90s plantings grafted to Dijon clone Pinot Noir. The result is a wine with graceful 
intensity, bound for beautiful development over decades in the cellar.    

2017 LES COUSINS PINOT NOIR 

This gregarious cuvée arrives complete with every bit of its characteristic freshness and imminent 
beauty. Notions of strawberry cream, white lilacs, and fresh spring rains at the onset give way to 
white pepper, orange zest and ripe red fruit. Ever the crowd-pleaser, the singular purpose of this 
eclectic blend has won its mission again: delight upon release.  

2017 WILLAMETTE VALLEY CHARDONNAY 

Sleek and seamless, with orange blossom aromatics and freshly steeped jasmine tea leading to 
electric verve on the palate. This, combined with a long, flinty finish creates a precisely radiant frame 
for this supple yet brightly balanced Chardonnay. 

2017 JESSIE JAMES VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 

Marked by depth, concentration, and sophistication; the wine leans in the direction of dark fruit on 
the nose and palate, with tannins that hew towards a velvety texture and a pronounced richness, 
supporting the round and generous character that is a hallmark of the Eola-Amity Hills. Pairs with: 
lamb chops, pork tenderloin, oven-roasted Santa Maria Tri-Tip 

2017 ABBOTT CLAIM VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 

Driven by its pure and primary fruit character, it is clean and balanced throughout. This is an 
excellent entry point to the varietal and the vintage – approachable, inviting and drinking 
exceptionally well in its youth. Pairs with: grilled salmon, roasted chicken, portobello mushroom 

2017 SEQUITUR VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 

A strikingly herbaceous core supports a profile of dark fruit and Indian spice that is made vivid by 
its seamlessly integrated oak regimen of 75% new wood, structured to go the distance of a decade or 
more in the cellar. Pairs with: rack of lamb, beef tenderloin medallions, wood-fired fish 

2017 GUADALUPE VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 

A stalwart entry in our single vineyard series, Guadalupe best showcases the earthy, mulchy essence 
of the Dundee Hills AVA – although it’s sedimentary soil is an anomaly in the area. The site was 



first planted in 1996, and our section is Wadensvil type Pinot Noir situated on a neatly South facing 
exposure around 350ft elevation. A splendid accompaniment to mushroom dishes and braises.  

2017 STAR MOORING VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 

In 2014, Winemaker Mike D. Etzel sought out a terroir reflecting the thinnest volcanic-based soil 
profile in the valley (the Witzel series). The intent was to make a more lean, acid-driven but ripe 
expression of Pinot Noir compared to those from powerful sedimentary soils. Bright and energetic, 
this wine pairs with: Salads, salmon, and delicate poultry dishes.  


